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But already in the seventies and eighties there was a trend to-
wards it in the popular novel. The eighties, however, developed
also a masculine fashion in romantic adventure, of which the
outstanding success was Rider Haggard's King Solomon's Mines
(1885). Stevenson, in the books mentioned above, contributed
to and benefited by this current.
The output of poetry, after its brilliant phase between 1830
and 1870, collapsed almost suddenly. Tennyson and Browning
each published a series of senile volumes, containing, besides a
little gold, most of the dross that their detractors now fasten upon.
Swinburne's publications sank not much later into the same cate-
gory. Morris's Sigurd the Volsung (1876) and Patmore's Unknown
Eros (1877) and Amelia (1878) alone represent in the later seven-
ties the upper level of their authors; and in the early eighties
Morris's few socialist poems and Carpenter's Towards Democracy
(1883) stand out over a thin crop of obviously minor work.
English history at this time made signal advances. Stubbs was
regius professor at Oxford; his Select Charters appeared in 1870,
and his Constitutional History of England in 1874-8. Freeman, who
succeeded him in the Oxford chair in 1884, completed his History
of the Norman Conquest in 1879. S. R. Gardiner published the last
instalment of his History of England 1603-1640 in 1882, and the
whole work was issued in ten volumes the next year. J. Gaird-
ner, plodding away as a clerk at the record office throughout
this period, was now at the height of his vast editorial produc-
tivity; the Calendar of Letters and Papers of the Reign of Henry VIII,
in which as collaborator or editor he took a part all through,
poured out most of its twenty-one volumes during these years;
and his great three-volume edition of The Paston Letters appeared
in 1872-5. These are all books which it is now difficult to con-
ceive the body of English history without; and taking them
together their advent implied an enormous addition to the
accurate and vivid knowledge of our island's past. In its rather
different fashion, as an original and very brilliant piece of learned
popularization, J. R. Green's Short History of the English People
(1875) was also outstanding; so were the twelve volumes of
Lecky's History of England in the Eighteenth Century, the first six of
which appeared between 1878 and 1887, Yet a further influence
was Acton, who in 1886 helped to found the English Historical
Review. One way and another the intelligent citizen, anxious to
learn what the real history of his country had been, had far better
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